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Capricorn Conservation Council Inc

Coordinators Commentary
CCC has been a hive of activity over the May-June
months and some key CCC activities included:
Isaac-Connors Community Reference Panel Meeting
Agforce, local farmers and CCC were presented with
information by NRW Water Planners and SKM
consultants at Clarke Creek Community Hall. CCC
provided feedback to NRW on the planned incorporation
of Isaac-Connors groundwater into the Fitzroy WRP.
‘Feet First’ Work experience student
Taylor Stritzke from Grade 12 joined CCC for a week in
completion of a ’Feet First’ Work Experience program
held through Rockhampton State High School.
Environmental Law Workshop at CCC Hut
Lawyers Jo Bragg and Larissa Waters from the Environmental Defenders Office Brisbane covered topics on
urban development, coastal protection, mining issues,
peaceful community action and wildlife protection.
Reef Guardians Meeting
CCC joined in on a planning meeting of the Reef
Guardians at Cawarral Primary State School. Key Reef
Guardian groups are coordinated by GBRMPA and
collaborators include GA, FBA, EPA, QPWS, Capricorn
Coast Landcare Group and the Schools.
Visual Inspection of Three Rivers & SWBTA
The Department of Defence provided opportunity for
CCC to join in on a helicopter trip to perform visual
inspection of Three Rivers and SWBTA. Defence
representatives provided an insight into environmental
management considerations and current challenges.
CCC Stall at the St Lawrence Wetland Day
CCC joined in on the fun activities which were
organised by FRCC and FBA. Representatives from
Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries, Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, Environmental
Protection Agency, Wetlands International and Society
for Growing Australian Plants were present.
Coal to Coast State Forum
The Coal to Coast forum presented findings of researchers and presentations from active conservation groups.
The threats facing the coastal environment were shared
across the regions and a key discussion led to a move for
coordinated campaign action.
CHRUPP Meeting
Coordinator Sara Hanggi was welcomed to role of
Conservation Sector Director on the CHRUPP Board.
The day also saw presentations on land management
projects by CHRUPP and Burdekin Try Tropics NRM
groups.
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Please welcome the newly elected executive management
committee of Capricorn Conservation Council.

CCC AGM
On the evening of 18th June, a new management
committee was elected to governance at
Capricorn Conservation Council. Presentations
were given by AIMS /CQU Coral Reef
Researcher, Alison Jones and CQU /Waste Water Scientist and innovator Ben Kele.
Local Marine Advisory Committee
Marine parks managers, Natural Resource
officers, Reef researchers and Landcare, conservation representatives gathered to discuss regional marine management topics.
Rockhampton Airport Bird & Wildlife Meeting
CCC attended a management meeting to hear
presentations by consultant Ecosure on management options for White Ibis populations.
Media Statements made during May-June
Environmental Law workshops, Coastal Development concerns, CCC AGM promotion and
threats of Dams/weirs to Fitzroy River Turtles.
CCC funded by:

Department of Environment & Heritage
GVEHO
Environmental Protection Agency’s
Conservation Grant
CCC Contact Details
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Fax :
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Postal:
Web:
E-mail:

4927 8644
4927 8279
Haigh Park, 1 Livermore St
P.O. Box 4011,
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Views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the Capricorn
Conservation Council Inc., or of the editors of the Topic of Capricorn.
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Moores Creek
From the highest mountain to tidal river
Moores Creek, the green strip of water and trees, dissecting North Rockhampton has
changing personalities. Dry seasons present a bed of large waterworn boulders which
disappear under raging torrents of white water during heavy wet season rain.
Most residents know the creek as a much modified urban stream but it has its origins in
the steep gullies well within the heart of the Berserker Wilderness within the Mount Archer
National Park.

♀ Glossy Black Cockatoo

In the headwaters, steep slopes clad in grasses and ancient cycads are topped by stringybark, forest she-oak and lemon-scented gum.
The vegetation transforms as the gullies become small creeks with an understorey of “dry
rainforest” plants forming at the zone where ground water and bushfires create an ever
changing flux within the natural ecosystem.

These are rich zones for wildlife. Unadorned Rock Wallabies (Petrogale inornata)
perch on rocky slopes where they can scan the landscape for predators. Glossy
black cockatoo extract tiny but tasty seeds from the woody she-oak cones.
Birds such as spectacled monarchs, and little shrikes thrushes flit through the
mid-storey while figbirds flock into fruiting fig trees.
Where the gullies join to form the main channel of Moores Creek the grassy forest
gives way completely to a dense rainforest where large trees and lianes subsist
through the long dry season by drawing on the water in the deep gravel beds of
the stream.
Brush turkey scrape up the abundant understorey litter to form nesting mounds
while birds such as rose-crowned fruit dove and topknot pigeon feed in the canopy on fleshy fruited native laurels, native olives and vines.
These rainforests also provide host plants for a wide variety of butterflies and
moths including species of hawk moth which are important pollinators
Downstream Reaneys Crossing

Downstream the rainforest vegetation peters out to isolated patches
and open forest of she-oaks. Queensland blue gum and black iron
box become the distinctive riparian trees in downstream sections.

White-faced Egret

Here the presence of human activity become more obvious with old
gravel quarries and tracks defining some of the past uses of the creek
system and weedy growth occupies disturbed areas. The natural
riparian trees persist downstream forming a backdrop for the houses
which back on to the creek. Here the creek gravels are wide and
capable of sustaining a year round water flow even in the driest years.

Planting of mango trees show how past generations used the creek, most significantly in the area known to generations of South Sea Islander as “The Flat” a place of refuge and cultivation when they were released from indentured
work. Downstream further and Moores Creek becomes an engineered structure passing through commercial precinct
within rock trained walls. Even in this weedy altered environment there are clear pools and gravel riffles and banded
rails run through reed beds while egrets, herons and Pacific black duck feed along the waterline.
Further downstream Moores Creek becomes a significant feature of the
Kershaw Native Gardens continuing as a freshwater flow before mixing with
tidal waters flowing in from the Fitzroy River. This mixing zone is a critical
habitat for tiny juvenile barramundi which avoid predation and grow rapidly in
the brackish pools.
River Mangrove and Milky Mangrove are the dominant on the waterline while
coolibah and paperbark tea- tree occupy the edges. The dense creek vegetation is the night haunt for the elusive bush hen and Nankeen Night heron.
Moores Creek drains into the Fitzroy River where on the rising tide one can
observe schools of skipjack mullet splash along the shallows. If you look
carefully and if you are lucky, you might even catch sight of the infamous
saltwater crocodile lazing about on the muddy banks.

By John McCabe

Moores creek intertidal zone
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Environmental Law Workshop
On May 10th 2008, Lawyers from
Environmental Defenders Office
Brisbane held a regional Environmental Law Workshop at the CCC
Hut Rockhampton.
EDO Lawyer Larissa Waters presenting
information on how to tackle development.

EDO Lawyer Jo Bragg talks about
environmental law

Thirty community members attended
the workshop to learn more about
how to use the legislation to tackle
environmental issues. Lawyers Jo
Bragg and Larissa Waters provided
clear and insightful presentations on
Mining, Coastal Development, Wildlife Protection and Peaceful protest.
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Hedlow Site for Landfill? Still?
Pre-council amalgamation and election, Capricorn Conservation Council had serious concerns about the proposal
to situate a landfill / dump site at a property adjacent to
pine mountain off Old Byfield Road.
Post-amalgamation the newly elected council stated that it
would review the sites for investigation as the next dump
site and further to that would also seriously explore the
alternative technologies for re-use of waste.
The property owners are still wary, they informed me that
consultants are now entering their property to perform
environmental assessments.
It seems that no other sites are currently being investigated by council and that means the Hedlow site is still
the primary site being considered.

ROCKHAMPTON URBAN WATERWAYS INITIATIVES 2008
RUWI Logo Design Competition
The winning RUWI logo design came from Georgia
Owens of Rockhampton State High School. First
prize was a Family Day Pass to Cooberrie Wildlife
Sanctuary.

RUWI CREEK SIGNAGE PROJECT
The winning Logo by
Georgia Owens

The creek signage project on
Moores Creek aims to raise
awareness about this creeks
identity, catchment and
environmental values and history.
The project is finally getting
ahead, with a creek identification
sign and a detailed interpretive
sign planned to be installed at
Kerrigan street Moores Creek
crossing and Kershaw Gardens
respectively.

Georgia Owens with her winning design

Nic Bretheton with his logo entry

RUWI partners voted on their three favourite logos
and using an allocated points system the winning
logo and runners up were identified.
A big thank-you to Cooberrie Park Wildlife
Sanctuary who sponsored the prizes.

KEEPING URBAN WATERWAYS HEALTHY
• Never dispose of green waste or other domestic
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

waste into waterways
Do not throw cigarette butts into gutters or on
the pathways, since it all ends up in our
waterways and ultimately our reefs
Assist in community efforts to reduce litter and
weeds in urban waterways
Wash your car on the lawn
Purchase and use phosphate free products
Organize or participate in community weeding,
revegetation and restoration projects
Join in on community water quality monitoring
projects
Remember to get out there and enjoy recreational areas along your urban waterways!

RUWI BIOFILTER PROJECT
By Pamela Malyszek
Greening Australia, Land for Wildlife Coordinator,
Pamela Malyszek is developing a project to
create a Biofilter wetlands.
Thozet’s creeks flows from the Berserker Ranges
through residential areas into the Fitzroy
River. The lower reaches no longer resemble a
true creek system with vegetated creek banks
and pool riffle systems replaced by a grass covered drainage system.
As such the water that drains through the system
including stormwater is not filtered by natural
vegetation so is of poor quality with clear evidence of pollution.
This project aims to replant local native species
including water plants, grasses, shrubs and trees
to provide a vegetative filterer that will lead to an
improvement in the systems quality of water.
The creation of a Biofilter wetlands will lead to an
improvement in water quality in Thozet Creek and
this benefit extends to the Fitzroy River and the
Great Barrier Reef.
Other benefits include the reduction of weeds,
removal of rubbish and getting the community
involved.
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St Lawrence Wetlands Day
Fitzroy River and coastal Catchments NRM group
along with partnering agencies, FBA, GBRMPA,
DPI&F organised a fantastic day out for the
Community to learn about Wetlands.
Guest speakers talked about Wetland values,
inhabitants, threats and projects such as the FRCC
boardwalk projects and the DPI&F Fishway
designs.
Picture to the right: the Broadsound Mayor spoke about St
Lawrence history and value to community.
Picture to the left: EPA John McCabe speaks about Maleleuca
forests, identification, ecological values and present-day
threats.

DEVELOPMENT THREATS LOOMING FOR THE
FITZROY RIVER SYSTEM
Despite the recent declaration of the Fitzroy River as a
Fish Habitat Area, some major developments are being
proposed and alarm bells are ringing.
The Fitzroy river is the largest river system in
Queensland and has high ecological values and a
diversity of habitats, from closed mangrove forests,
saltpans, grasslands, mud and sand flats, rocky headlands
and brackish lagoons. Maintaining the health of the
Fitzroy is critical to maintaining the viability of many
commercially important fisheries.
A great diversity of fauna depend on this mighty river
including barramundi, banana prawns, king salmon, blue
salmon, sharks, mud crabs, crocodiles, dolphins, turtles
and jellyfish and possibly the elusive estuarine sawfish.
Increasing pressures for development represent major
threats to the mighty Fitzroy River and dependent flora
and fauna species.

FITZROY RIVER COAL TERMINAL
Fitzroy Terminal Pty Ltd and Queensland Rail have
intent to develop a Fitzroy River Coal Terminal.
Their justification behind the proposed project is that
there is a ‘need’ to increase capacity for transport of Coal
with existing ports subject to congestion and bottlenecks.
I can’t help thinking however that more ‘coal oriented’
infrastructure is not a good way to address the urgent
need to reduce CO2 emissions in the face of rapid
Climate Change.
The massive project that they are proposing would see
development of a rail infrastructure, coal stockpile,
conveyers, barrage facilities and other associated
infrastructure and activities, including dredging.
Again I can’t help but think about impacts to the Fitzroy
river and dependant fisheries, impact to the Great Barrier
Reef and impacts to the township of Rockhampton since
with prevailing south-easterly winds there is potential for
the city of Rockhampton to ‘breathe coal dust’!

AGRICULTURAL CORRIDORS
The Fitzroy Industry and Infrastructure study saw
areas assessed for their potential as agricultural corridors and industrial development areas.
There are many risks associated with Agricultural
corridors and these risks relate to the management
practices associated with such developments.
Effluent irrigation systems carry with them a potential for overtopping of holding ponds and thereby a
likely risk of leaching of nutrients into watercourses.

DAMS AND MORE DAMS
Meanwhile in the up-stream areas of the catchment,
where the origin of all that good water is, there are
plans to build a series of impoundment and water
storage structures on an already very developed Fitzroy River.
There are proposals to build Nathan dam on the Dawson, Connors Dam high up in the pristine forested
catchments headwaters, Rookwood weir downstream
of Riversleigh and plans to raise Edan Bann weir.
The Fitzroy River will be fragmented into 11 separate
sections and this has dire consequences for aquatic
fauna, because it changes flow regime, restricts spatial movements and causes decline in water quality.

LNG GAS PROJECTS CURTIS ISLAND
At the outer end of the Fitzroy Delta, massive plans
are underway with the proposed extension of the
State Development Area and recent moves by the
State to procure sections of Curtis Island.
The consequences of this and an existing disused
Shale oil processing plant are a cause of serious concern for environment and the community health.
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BIRDS EYE VIEW
OF THREE RIVERS & SHOALWATER BAY TRAINING AREA
By Sara Hanggi
Flying over Farnborough beach the problem with tracks
from 4WD and motorbike riders became evident.

As we flew further over Army Country I was struck by the
pristine beauty of the coastline of Shoalwater Bay.

On 9 Mile beach,
the numerous winding tracks cutting
into dunes created a
fragmented foredune.

We passed the incredible Cape
Clinton, a wide and deep estuary
which is untouched by development and urban influence.
All personal political considerations aside, I admit I have never
seen such large areas of unfragmented, pristine wilderness,
including mangrove habitats.

The same problems
were evident on
Three Rivers foreshore , steep tracks
cutting down dunes
were destabilising
dune vegetation and
creating unnatural
blow areas which
cause erosion.

Farnborough beach
© Ian Herbert

Freshwater beach
© SLH

One concerning aspect of DoD
operations relates to their high
impact activities, namely aerial
bombing and underwater blasting.
These activities are restricted to
specific sites in order to minimise
impact to the greater areas of SWB.
9 Mile beach

© SLH
DoD have stringent
environmental management plans
and protocols for the entire SWBTA and the small section
at the end of Three Rivers beach presents a challenge,
because regulation of access by the public is difficult.

Vehicles bring in weed seeds and these disperse creating
infestations and coupled with environmental vandalism,
this presents another major issue for DoD Environmental
Managers.

© SLH

Arguably in the case of SWB, the
conservation of such a large wilderness area comes with necessary
compromise allowing high impact
military activities and training.
Any alternative to being managed
by DoD could see SWB under
threat by developers and
urbanisation.
Outside of being protected as a
National Park, there are few
opportunities to see such a large
tract of wilderness area conserved!

As a contrast any access to areas within SWBTA during
military activities is strictly controlled to minimise
environmental impacts.

Aerial bombing site

Aerial bombing site
© SLH

Underwater blasting site
© SLH

Order now or miss out! This wonderful text on Capricorn plants is selling like mad so if you are an avid
gardener, book lover or botanical buff, make sure you get a copy of Plants of Capricornia now.
I wish to order Plants of Capricornia by Melzer and Plumb.

Price (GST Incl)

Name

$65 per book

Address

Number

Amount

$

Post and pack- see table below $
Pcode

Email

TOTAL $

Phone

Payment Options:
Or:-

Either

 Cheque or Money Order payable to
Capricorn Conservation Council

Postal Address:
PO Box 4011, Rockhampton Qld 4700

1 book
2 to 4 books
5 or more books

Post and packing charge
Qld
Other states
$12
$16
$16
$25
Price on application

 Direct bank credit to ANZ Bank
BSB = 014-690 Acc Nr = 4912 68991
Acc Name = Capricorn Conservation Council
Please include your name in the bank transaction.
Then write your bank transaction details below:
Date

Amount

$

Bank Transfer Number
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Pesty Alien Invaders

The Coal to Coast Forum
By Sara Hanggi
The ‘Coal to Coast’ forum which was held at the Central
Queensland University Campus in Mackay, saw a
fantastic set of presentations and talks from eminent
scientists, active community groups, environmental
lawyers and conservationists.
Climate Change and Reef Research Scientist Charlie
Veron spoke of predicted reductions in fisheries productivity due to warming and acidification of our oceans.

Kideney-leaved Mud Plaintain

The news is that there is another weed to watch out for in
our urban waterways.
The Kidney-Leaved Mud Plantain Heteranthera reniformis
has been deliberately released
into shallow drains and ponds.

© DPI &F

It has been four years since the
Yellow Crazy Ant was last noted
in Townesville but more recently
their presence has been discovered outside of the existing
Edmonton quarantine zone.

© John Guinotte

The above diagram illustrates the pre-industrial CO2
level of 275ppm and the bottom diagram shows the
predicted 560ppm of the mid-twenty-first century. At the
latter concentration, all reefs in the world will be
affected by acidification.

Wharf Pylon community
© Gladstone Port Authority

The warming of ocean temperatures will also cause
problems for Phytoplankton, the tiny organisms that are
the basis of the food chain and are responsible for half of
the photosynthesis which occurs on earth.
Current satellite research already proves that
phytoplankton productivity decreases in ocean areas
subject to warming.

Yellow Crazy Ant
© DPI &F

At least 10 introduced marine
organisms occur in the waters
of the Gladstone Harbour.
While none of these organisms
are considered a threat to
endemic species or are listed
as marine pests, the introduction of marine organisms via
ballast water has long been
identified as an issue for
coastal Queensland.

Anyone who notices alien pest species in their region should
notify DPI & F Biosecurity Officers immediately 13 25 23

JOIN /RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP WITH
CAPRICORN CONSERVATION COUNCIL
CCC Annual Membership Form

Have you renewed your membership?

Name____________________________________
Address__________________________________
_________________________________________
Phone____________________________________
Email____________________________________
Date_____________________________________
Please select
Non-Wage Earner
Individual
Family / Group
Corporate Member

$5
$10
$15
$50

I/We would like to make a one off donation
Donation
$_________________
All donations over $2 are tax-deductible
Return to: The Hut, Livermore Street
Rockhampton 4700
Send to: PO Box 4011, Rockhampton 4700 Q

We can’t do it without you!
Donations and members are our lifeblood.
Central Queensland is in the throes of coal industry
expansion and as a consequence our natural
environment, river systems, forests, fisheries and
coastal areas are increasingly under pressure.
With your support we continue to campaign for
conservation and lobby for protection of our
environment and natural resources.

